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A 700-MHz Switched-Capacitor
Analog Waveform Sampling Circuit
Gunther M. Haller, Member, IEEE, and Bruce A. Wooley, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-Analog switched-capacitormemory circuits are suitable for use in a wide range of applications where analog
waveforms must be captured or delayed, such as the recording
of pulse echo events and pulse shapes. Analog sampling systems
based on switched-capacitor techniques offer performance superior to that of flash A/D converters and charge-coupled devices
with respect to cost, density, dynamic range, sampling speed, and
power consumption. This paper proposes an architecture with
which sampling frequencies of several hundred megahertz can be
achieved using conventional CMOS technology. Issues concerning
the design and implementationof an analog memory circuit based
on the proposed architecture are presented. An experimental
two-channel memory with 32 sampling cells in each channel has
been integrated in a 2-pm CMOS technology with poly-to-poly
capacitors. The measured nonlinearity of this prototype is 0.03%
for a 2.5 V input range, and the memory cell gain matching is
0.01% rms. The dynamic range of the memory exceeds 12 b for
a sampling frequency of 700 MHz. The power dissipation for one
channel operated from a single +5 V supply is 2 mW.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ANY modem data acquisition systems require the
recording of analog signals as a function of time
over a wide dynamic range. Most commonly, the analog
information is digitized at the required acquisition rate using
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). However, in a number
of applications analog waveforms need only be captured as
snap shots; continuous digitization is not necessary. Examples
of such applications include pulse echo phenomena (RADAR,
LIDAR, ultrasonics, and nondestructive material and medical
testing), pulse shape recording (high energy physics experiments, accelerator diagnostics), and laboratory instrumentation
(oscilloscopes, transient digitizers). In such cases an input
waveform can be sampled at a high rate for a limited period
of time, and the samples stored in an analog memory. The
analog samples are then retrieved at a lower rate and digitized
with a slow ADC before a new waveform is acquired. Many
channels may be multiplexed onto one converter when readout
speed and latency are not crucial. Advantages of using an
analog memory include low overall power dissipation and cost,
high density, and potentially superior dynamic range at high
sampling rates.
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Two main technologies are available for the realization of
an integrated analog memory: charge-coupled devices (CCD’s)
and switched-capacitor circuits. Integrated circuits based on
switched-capacitor techniques are inherently capable of higher
accuracy and sampling rates than CCD devices. Furthermore,
CCD’s require elaborate clocking circuitry that generally dissipates considerable power.
Strong cost and performance incentives especially encourage the use of analog switched-capacitor memories in high
energy physics experiments [I]. Fast analog waveform capture
for thousands of channels must be provided with a minimum
of power dissipation. The design challenge is to produce a
uniform and linear response in a large number of memory cells
at a level of performance comparable to the accuracy inherent
in the technology. Principal performance issues are cell-to-cell
offset and gain variations within a memory channel, which
are governed by the circuit architecture and its sensitivity
to the matching properties of its constituent transistors and
capacitors [2]-[5]. In high-precision applications, the lowest
achievable cell nonuniformities may not be acceptable and
must therefore be eliminated by correcting the data. In large
systems, it is essential that the number of correction constants
and the computational effort be minimized.
Early analog memory circuits based on a sample-and-hold
topology contain a sampling switch, a storage capacitor, and
a readout buffer in each memory cell [6]-[9]. In order to
meet the need for lower power and higher density, architectures based on switched-capacitor circuits were introduced
[lo]-[14]. In these circuits, each channel comprises a bank of
capacitors that are switched to a single operational amplifier
for readout. Architectures in which the sampling transistors
are placed in the signal path [6]-[ 131 exhibit signal-dependent
charge injection in each cell. Cell pedestals are then a function
of the input signal and may require individual offset, gain, and
linearity corrections. In addition, a serious drawback of these
implementations in high-speed applications is the dependence
of the sampling transistor turn-off time on the signal level
[71.
In circuits based on traditional charge redistribution
switched-capacitor techniques [ 141, sampling-switch charge
injection can be made independent of the signal level, but
the cell gain is a linear function of the size of the storage
capacitor. Cell-to-cell gain matching of better than 0.5%
across an entire channel is therefore difficult to achieve, and
both offset and gain corrections are commonly needed for
each cell. The sampling speed of published analog memory
circuits is presently limited to less than 150 MHz.
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This work presents a circuit that enables sampling rates
as high as 700 MHz while sustaining a dynamic range of
more than 12 b. In addition, cell pedestals are independent of
the signal amplitude, cell gains are insensitive to component
sizes, and the sampling time is independent of the input level.
This allows a straightforward improvement in performance by
means of a simple offset subtraction. Cell-to-cell gain and
linearity corrections are not needed.
A specific application for the proposed memory is high
energy physics accelerators and colliders, where bunches of
particles are transported at close to the speed of light inside
beam pipes several miles long [15]-[17]. In order to control
the operation of the particle beam with sufficient accuracy, its
transverse position must be measured at as many as a thousand
locations with a precision of better than 1 pm across a range of
5 mm. The complexity and cost of such a measurement system
can be significantly reduced through use of high-speed, high
dynamic range analog memories.
The proposed analog memory circuit is described in detail
in Section I1 of this paper. In Section 111, the design of the onchip write and read control circuitry is explained. Experimental
results characterizing the performance of the memory are
presented in Section IV.

11. ANALOGMEMORYDESCRIPTION
Shown in Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an analog waveform
recorder with m memory channels. The analog waveforms
applied at the m inputs are sampled and stored in the main
analog memory core. The write and read addresses for the
core are generated in the write and read control blocks,
respectively. Since all memory channels are written and read
simultaneously, the addresses are common to all channels.
In applications where the readout time permits the serial
readout of the channels, the m outputs can be read out on
a single common output line by including an on-chip analog
multiplexer.
A simplified schematic of one channel of the proposed
analog memory, comprising n memory cells, is shown in
Fig. 2. Each memory cell consists of a large write (sampling)
transistor, M,i, a minimum-size read transistor, Mvi, and a
sampling capacitor, Ci. The cells are addressed via write lines
&,,I through dWnand read lines dT1 through &,.
The top
plates of the sampling capacitors are interconnected and can
be shorted to the channel input or output by means of switches
Mi, and &lout.
Voltage VC is a dc reference common to the
sources of all write transistors, M,i. Transistor Mvst serves
to configure the operational amplifier as a voltage follower in
order to force the nodes at the amplifier input and output to
the dc bias level V, during reset.
The operation of the circuit can be described by dividing
the data acquisition process into write and read cycles. In the
write phase, analog signals applied at the channel input, Kn,
are sampled and stored in the memory cells at a high rate. The
stored analog information is subsequently read out serially at
the channel output, V,, at a lower speed.
During the write phase, switch Mi, is turned on, connecting
the signal V,, to the input bus, while switch MOutand the read
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an analog waveform recorder with r n memory
channels.

switches Mrl through M,, are all off, isolating the input bus
from the read bus. Switch MTst is on to keep the read bus
at a defined potential, Vg, during the entire write phase. An
analog signal applied at the circuit’s input is sampled onto
the cell capacitors C, by sequentially turning transistors M,1
through M,, on and off as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Samples
of the input waveform at n discrete times are thereby stored
in the memory channel.
The voltage AV,,, stored across capacitor C, in memory
cell i, 1 5 i 5 n, after sampling is
AV,, = v,,

-

v,

-

AV,,,

(1)

where AV,,,
is the voltage error due to charge injection in
switch M,, during turn-off [18]-[21].
The source and drain terminals of the write transistor are
at the reference voltage VC at turn-off. If the cell capacitance
C, is much larger than the parasitic capacitances associated
with the read and write transistors, then AV,,, can be written
as [18]

where C,i is the write-transistor gate overlap capacitance, Ci
is the sampling capacitance, V, is the threshold voltage, VL
and V, are the low and high levels of the write-transistor
gate voltage, Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, W,i
and L,i are the width and length of the write transistor, U
is the slew rate of the gate voltage, /3 = pnCoxW,i/Lw;,
and pn is the electron mobility in the channel. The equation
must be modified [19] if the parasitic capacitances and the
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stored in the first cell is read out by turning transistor MT1
on as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). After the output has settled, the
signal
may be digitized with
an external low-speed,
low-power '1
@in
""
"
"
"
A/D converter. Following digitization, MTstis again turned on
o w 1 -I
L
............
and MT1 is turned off, which forces the input bus back to VB
in preparation for the readout of the next cell. This cycle is
@w2
............
repeated
for all cells. The input bus must always be forced back
@w3
.............
to VB before a new cell is read out; otherwise, charge sharing
44v4
...........
and parasitic capacitances will seriously degrade the circuit's
0
0
performance. By turning the cell read switches off after the
0
0
@wn
............
reset switch is turned on, the potential across the capacitors is
initialized to a defined state (nominally 0 V) for the next write
0O"t
............
phase. The minimum readout time depends on the number of
(a)
cells to be read out and the performance of the amplifier.
Once the write switch is turned off, the cell capacitor nodes
connected to the cell transistors are left in a high-impedance
4rl
state for the remainder of the write phase and the entire read
@r2 I
I
.... .
.
phase. The charge at these nodes is thus conserved and, with
0
0
the input and output busses forced to V, between the readout
0
of adjacent memory cells, only three parasitic capacitances
9rn
......
influence the dc transfer function of a memory cell. One is the
Orst
......
capacitance C,; associated with the cell sampling capacitor
terminal connected to the write switch Mwi. C,; comprises
"0
---Lf-L
.....the parasitic capacitance of the sampling capacitor together
(b)
with the drain-substrate capacitance of the read switch and
Fig. 3. Timing diagram for the (a) write and (b) read phases
the drain-substrate and gate overlap capacitances of the write
switch. The second parasitic capacitance is the gate overlap
capacitance of the read switch, CTi,and the third parasitic
oxide capacitance are not negligible compared to Ci, but the to be considered is the capacitance, C,,, between the input
important fact for this investigation is that in either case AV,,
bus and the read bus. C,, consists of the capacitance between
remains independent of the input voltage, K,.
the inverting input and the output of the amplifier (a fraction
After the write phase has been completed and the input of the gate-drain capacitance of the amplifier input transistor)
waveform is stored in the analog memory, the read cycle is together with capacitances associated with interconnections on
initiated. During readout, the switch Mi, is turned off while the chip.
Mout and MFstare turned on, forcing both the input bus and
In the proposed memory the voltage across the cell capacthe read bus to VB.MTst is then turned off and the voltage itor, rather than the charge stored on that capacitor, is sensed
vin
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during readout. When memory cell z is selected for readout,
the voltage at the output of the amplifier, V,,, can be described
as a function of the input voltage, V,,, in the form [19]

Vox = &V,n

+ Vof,,.

(3)

The gain factor A, is given by

A, =
1

+

*

1

+ & (1 +

1

z
c p z p )

1

+

+

(4)

where G is the open-loop gain of the operational amplifier.
The sampling capacitance C, can be made large compared
to ( I p p , which, with careful circuit layout, will be dominated
by the input-to-output capacitance of the amplifier. Also, an
open-loop amplifier gain, G, of more than 60 dB is practical
in CMOS circuits. Thus, A , should be close to one.
The offset voltage, V,,,,, in (3) is given by

Vch is an offset voltage term common to all cells in one
channel and includes both the charge injected at the turn-off of
and the amplifier input offset voltage. The
reset switch MTst
cell-specific parasitic offset voltage, V,,;, is

-

AV,,, (1

+ $)
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pedestal mismatches but limit the signal bandwidth of the
sampling cell. The size of the write transistor is thus a trade-off
between input bandwidth and pedestal mismatch for a given
sampling capacitor value, which in turn is chosen on the basis
of thermal noise considerations and the need to make relevant
parasitics negligible.
A single NMOS transistor is used as a write switch to
avoid the need for complementary control signals, which
impose a burden on high speed designs. Complementary
cell switches would reduce the overall cell pedestal sizes,
but would not improve and might even worsen the cell
pedestal uniformity across a channel. Since the pedestals can
be accurately determined and then subtracted from the output
by either analog or digital methods, their mean value is not of
great concern. The pedestals are measured by applying a dc
reference level at the channel input, recording the responses of
the cells, and then subtracting the results during readout. In this
context it is important that the charge injected by transistors
M,l through MWnbe independent of the signal level, which in
not the case in [6]-[13]. Note that in the analyses presented in
some of these references the error voltages from the sampling
switches are neglected, which is not a valid assumption for a
high input bandwidth analog memory.
The influence of the size of the cell sampling capacitance
on the memory cell gain can be derived from (4), and the gain
variation across a channel as a function of capacitor mismatch
is

(9)
where W,; and L,; are the width and the length of the read
transistor. Because, as indicated by (4)-(6), both A; and V,ff;
are independent of the input voltage, V,,, it follows that the
output voltage of the analog memory channel, V,, is a linear
function of K,.
For applications where a high input bandwidth is required,
the write transistor must be made large because the cell
bandwidth, B , is determined by the size of the sampling
capacitor and the resistance of the write transistor:

The bandwidth of a memory cell and the size of the error
voltage AV,,, are therefore correlated.
In order to simplify the calibration and correction procedure,
the uniformity of the sampling cell transfer characteristics must
be considered. In the architecture presented here, memory cell
response variations across a channel are governed by switch
charge injection mismatch of the large write transistors. With
the reference voltage Vc set to the bias voltage VB,and W ,
much larger than W, (width of the minimum size read switch),
the output voltage is approximately

V,; = V,, -AV,,;

(

2)

I+- .

Under fast turn-off conditions the variation in channel charge
dominates the charge injection mismatch [3] and can be
modeled as part of the mismatch of two geometric parameters,
the channel width and length. Smaller switches yield smaller

The parasitic capacitance C,, is small compared to practical
values for the cell sampling capacitance C,. As a result, it is
expected that the gain will be insensitive to the capacitance
mismatch and thus uniform across a memory channel.
Since the cell capacitor nodes connected to the cell transistors remain floating after the write switch is turned off, care
must be taken to ensure that no leakage occurs at those nodes,
for all possible ac and dc input signals, during the entire write
and read phases. To avoid subthreshold leakage, the maximum
input voltage swing, AK,, in the write phase is limited to

av,,5 vc - v,.

(10)

For the same reason, the maximum voltage swing AV,; at
the output of the amplifier must be less than VB- V, during
the read phase. The corresponding limit for the input voltage
swing during the write phase is then

AV,;
V
’ - VL
AV,, = -5
A;
A;
~

(1 1)

From (10) it is apparent that the maximum voltage swing is
limited by the value of reference input voltage, Vc, which
must be chosen such that the sampling switch impedances are
small enough to achieve the desired bandwidth, as given by
(7). The bias level VB is set to avoid leakage during the read
phase and to ensure that V, does not exceed the amplifier
output voltage range.
A common input switch, Mi,, could be used in the circuit
of Fig. 2 because of the relatively small number of memory
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Fig. 4. Write control circuit with starved inverter delay elements and
feedback compensation circuit.

cells required in each channel for the intended application.
This input switch must be large enough to achieve the desired
bandwidth in the presence of the parasitic capacitance of the
input bus and the capacitances of the addressed memory cells.
The parasitic input capacitance was minimized by connecting
the top plates of the sampling capacitors to the input bus. The
parasitic bottom plate capacitances are part of Cpi,which only
contribute to the cell offset voltages, as expressed in (8).
Finally, it should be noted that in the design presented
herein, the turn-off time of the sampling switches Mwi is
independent of the signal level, thus eliminating a timing
error that would otherwise be present for high-frequency input
signals.
111. CONTROLCIRCUITDESCRIPTION
Traditionally, shift registers have been used for write address control in analog memory circuits. At sampling rates
above 100 MHz this approach is difficult to implement, and in
the present design a starved inverter delay chain, illustrated
in Fig. 4, is used instead. Such inverter chains have been
employed previously in digital applications [22]. Each delay
element in the chain consists of five MOS transistors, as
indicated by the shaded box in Fig. 4. A write pulse applied
at input Ai, propagates through the delay elements, thereby
producing the write address signals dwl through &,n for the
analog memory core. The delay of the write pulse through the
chain is set by control voltage Vctr,which thus determines
the sampling frequency. The minimum width of the write
pulse Ai, (minimum acquisition time of the memory cell) is
constrained by the accuracy with which the analog signal is to
be acquired and the input time constant of the sampling cell.
In order to ensure a delay, and thus sampling frequency,
that is independent of variations in the fabrication process,
a servo feedback circuit, also shown in Fig. 4, is used. The
leading edge of a reference input signal A,,f is compared

Read control circuitry

to the trailing edge of the last write sample clock & n .
When the delay is less than the intended value, logic gate
U1 turns transistor M I on, which in turn connects current
source I1 to capacitor C,. The voltage across C, is increased,
thereby slowing the inverter chain via the control voltage Vctr.
Likewise, Vctris reduced via current source 1 2 should the
inverter chain delay increase above the ideal value. The time
difference t,,f - t,, between input signals A,, and A,,f
thus determines the resulting write sample frequency, f, =
n/(tref - tZn).
This feedback circuit eliminates the sensitivity
of the delay chain to process parameters and compensates for
the effects of temperature and supply variations.
The speed with which Vctr,and thus the sampling frequency, can be adjusted, is governed by the magnitudes
of currents I1 and I2 and the size of capacitor C,, which
is selected to avoid perturbations from leakage currents of
switches SI and 5'2 between acquisition cycles. The net
leakage current is given by the sum of the currents flowing
through the four reverse-biased sourceldrain pn-junctions of
S1 and S2 in Fig. 4. Switch S1 is included so that the
voltage across C, is modified only while the delays are being
compared during the write phase. Switch 5'2 is added to ensure
that Vctrremains constant during the write phase. S2 is turned
on during the read phase in order to update Vctrin preparation
for the next write cycle. The start-up time of the circuit is
determined by the sizes of I I , 12, and C,.
The readout of a memory channel is controlled by an onchip two-phase shift register together with the logic used to
generate the read control signals dT1 through dTn,as illustrated
in Fig. 5. The serial input signal d,, is shifted through a
dynamic register by non-overlapping clocks dsrl and d S r 2 .
The enable signal den is used to disable the read addresses
while the device is reset between readout of two successive
memory cells, as shown in Fig. 3.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
The analog memory circuit has been fabricated in a 2-pm
CMOS technology with poly-poly capacitors. Fig. 6 is a die
photo of the prototype. Two channels with 32 memory cells in
each channel were integrated in the experimental device. The
area of a memory cell is 40 x 40 pm2 and is dominated by
the 0.5 pF sampling capacitor and the sampling switch (W/L
= 50 pm/2 pm). The dc power dissipated from a single 5-V

~
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supply by each 32-cell channel was measured to be 2 mW
and is dominated by the channel amplifier, which has been
implemented using a folded-cascode topology. The output
voltage range of the folded-cascode configuration [23] is a
good match to the limited input signal range of the analog
memory, as dictated by the constraints reflected in (10) and
(1 I). Moreover, this type of amplifier provides sufficient gain,
speed, and noise performance.
The performance of the analog memory was evaluated by
driving the input with high-quality pulse, dc, and sinusoidal
signal sources, digitizing the data read out from the memory
with a commercial 16-b ADC, and transferring the acquired
data to a workstation for processing.
The response of one channel to a 2-V input voltage step
with a 3-11s rise time is shown in Fig. 7(a) and illustrates the
operation of the circuit with VC and VB set to 2.5 V. The
output signal alternates between the output levels of the 32
cells and the amplifier reset level, V,, as illustrated in Fig.
3. The delay feedback control signal Aref was adjusted to
establish a sampling rate of 700 MHz (1.42 ns between the
tum-off of adjacent sampling transistors). The readout time
for each cell was set at 11 ps, which is the conversion time
of the 16-b ADC used in the test setup. The settling time
of the analog memory output to 0.1% is 1 ps. In Fig. 7(b)
the output pulse is plotted as a function of input time, and the
results agree with the input pulse monitored on an oscilloscope
with respect to rise and fall time, pulse width, and the signal
undershoot. The input time constant of the memory, defined
as the product of the on-resistance of the write transistor and
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Fig. 8. (a) Output plotted as a function of input voltage for a 3-V input
range. (b) Deviations from a linear fit for a 2.5 V input voltage range.

the cell capacitance C;, was designed to be less than 0.5 ns
for VC = 2.5 V.
The nonlinearity of the experimental circuit was measured
by applying 38 equally spaced input voltages and fitting the
output levels to a straight line using the least-squares method.
Fig. 8(a) shows the output of a typical cell plotted as a function
of input voltage over a range of 3 V, and in Fig. 8(b) the
deviations are shown for the chosen input voltage range of 2.5
V. The maximum deviation is 0.7 mV, or 0.03% of full scale.
The dynamic range is commonly defined as the maximum
recordable signal divided by the baseline noise, which determines the smallest detectable signal. The noise voltage for the
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analog memory can be expressed as [19]
- kT
u2 = Ca

+ c,+C O ,
(T)2

f;z
eq

940

(12)

where CO,is the capacitance at the inverting input node of the
amplifier during readout, and ueq is the input-referred noise
voltage of the amplifier. The baseline noise of the analog
memory was determined by recording the device response to
repeated measurements with a constant input and calculatingthe mean square error. An rms of 0.3 mV was obtained from
sets of 100 repeated measurements, independent of the input
signal level. The dynamic range of the device is therefore
better than 8000/1, or 13 b.
The cell-to-cell pedestal variations result in an rms deviation
of 1.8 mV across a channel. This is expected for the switch and
capacitor sizes used and the fabrication process in which the
memory was integrated. In order to investigate whether the cell
pedestals depend on the input signal, the responses to various
dc input levels were recorded, and the response to one dc
reference level was subtracted from these measurements. The
differences for all 32 cells are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of
the input voltage. In order to plot the data on the same scale,
the input level has been subtracted. Each data point represents
the mean value from five measurements so that variations in
the result due to baseline noise can be neglected. The rms cell
response variation after cell pedestal subtraction across the
entire input signal range is only 0.3 mV, demonstrating that
the sampling switch charge injection is independent of the dc
input signal level and can be reduced to a level comparable to
the thermal noise in the circuit by a simple subtraction.
The average gain, AV,/AK,, of a memory channel at low
frequencies was measured to be 0.9967, with an rms gain
variation across the channel of 0.0001, as indicated by Fig.
10. Calibration of the channel therefore requires only a simple
cell pedestal subtraction in order to achieve a precision of
better than 12 b for dc signals. The measured absolute gain
agrees well with estimates based on (4).
The ac performance of the circuit was quantitatively evaluated by applying free running sine waves of various amplitudes
and frequencies at the analog input. Since the phase of the
input signal was not synchronized to the sampling process,

10
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Time (ns)
Fig. 11. Upper: Results of 20 measurement sets fitted to a 21.4-MHz sine
wave and plotted on a time scale modulo the period of the sine wave. Lower:
Residuals from the fit.

the results also provide a measure of the ac uniformity of the
cells across a channel. The pedestal-subtracted responses for
20 separate sets of measurements were fitted to a common
frequency, offset, and amplitude of the signal and a free
phase for each set of measurements [24], [25]. The signal-to(noise+distortion) ratio (SNDR) was then calculated based on
the residuals from an ideal fit. The errors can be attributed
to a variety of sources, including errors in sampling time
and amplitude, variations in the ac response of different cells,
nonlinearities, and thermal noise.
Fig. 11 shows a 21.4-MHz sine wave fitted to the data
and plotted modulo the phase along with the residuals. The
fit yields an rms residual of 0.4 mV. The amplitude and
residuals remain stable for various dc input voltage levels,
demonstrating the good small-signal ac linearity across the
signal range. Shown in Fig. 12 is a plot of the SNDR as a
function of the input amplitude, as measured for a 21.4-MHz
input frequency. An input level of 0 dB represents a fullscale peak-to-peak amplitude of 2.5 V. The circuit achieves
a peak SNDR of 60 dB and a dynamic range of 74 dB for a
2 1.4-MHz input.
The ac performance of the analog memory degrades at large
signal amplitudes principally because of harmonic distortion
and timing errors. Errors in sampling time can be attributed
primarily to two sections of the circuit, the delay chain and
the feedback control. The total delay of the inverter chain is

-
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to sampling frequencies of 150 MHz. This paper has described
a memory architecture that enables sampling rates from 200
MHz to 700 MHz by utilizing starved inverter delay elements
with on-chip delay feedback compensation. In the proposed
circuit, memory cell pedestals are independent of the input
signal amplitude and can be eliminated by analog or digital
subtraction. This is an especially important attribute in applications where digitization and subtraction are to be included
on the same chip as the memory.
Analysis and measurements indicate that the gain variation
from memory cell to memory cell is insensitive to the size of
the capacitors, since the voltage across the capacitor, rather
than the charge stored on it, is sensed during readout. The
sampling time is independent of the input signal level, which
is especially important for the acquisition of high-frequency
input signals. For applications where sampling frequencies of
less than 100 MHz are sufficient, the high-speed inverter delay
chain can be replaced by a traditional shift register.
A 2 (channel) x 32 (cell) experimental device was fabricated in a 2-pm CMOS technology with poly-poly capacitors.
The measured nonlinearity is 0.03% for a 2.5 V input range,
and the cell-to-cell gain matching is 0.01% rms. The dynamic
range of the device exceeds 12 b and the peak signal-to(noise+distortion) ratio for a full-scale 21.4-MHz sine wave
sampled at 700 MHz is 60 dB. The device has been optimized
for high energy physics applications where, in general, different classes of signals covering a wide dynamic range must be
processed in a channel, but where each class of signals has a
limited inherent accuracy. For each class of signals it is thus
sufficient to have a peak SNDR that is lower than the dynamic
range of the channel. The power dissipation for one channel
operated from a single +5 V supply is 2 mW.
The proposed analog memory is a viable alternative to
real-time analog-to-digital converters in applications where
continuous data acquisition is not required. The power dissipation of the device is orders of magnitude below that typical of
commercial monolithic converters, which are presently limited
to a dynamic range of 8 b for rates exceeding 100 MHz.

:/-

Fig. 12. Signal-to-(noise+distortion) ratio as a function of amplitude for a
21.4-MHz sine wave sampled at 700 MHz.
TABLE I
ANALOGMEMORY
PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY
Input time constant
Minimum sampling frequency
Maximum sampling frequency
nns cell-to-cell timing accuracy
nns noise floor
Cell offset variation across full input range
uncorrected
reference level response subtracted
Nonlinearity (for 2.5 V full scale)
Cell gain nonuniformity (mean gain: 0.9967)
Peak SNDR (21.4 MHz input sine wave, 700
MHz sampling rate)
Dynamic range
Power consumption of one channel (+5 V)

<1 ns
200 MHz
700 MHz
25 ps
0.3 mV

1.8 mV
0.3 mV
0.03%
0.01%
60 dB
74 dB
2 mW

regulated by the feedback control circuit. The peak-to-peak
timing jitter measured at the end of the 32-stage delay chain
is less than 1 ns, which translates into 31 ps per sampling
interval or delay element. This jitter corresponds to a sampling
frequency error of 2% at the 700 MHz rate and will decrease
linearly with an increase in the number of delay elements.
Additional error is introduced by cell-to-cell sampling time,
or delay, variations. These variations have been estimated by
fitting the sine wave with the individual delays of the elements
as parameters (with the same element delays for each of the 20
measurements sets). The best fit yielded an rms value of 25 ps
for the element delay variations across a channel. This timing
error is due to delay element mismatch and is independent
of the input signal level. The error can be corrected for if
required. The approximate start-up time of the delay chain was
measured to be less than ten cycles at a trigger rate of 120 Hz.
For the intended application start-up effects are of no concern
since the circuit is activated long before input waveforms need
to be acquired.
The performance of the analog memory is summarized in
Table I.
V. CONCLUSION
In analog waveform sampling applications switched-capacitor memories can provide superior performance with respect
to cost, space, dynamic range, sampling rate, and power
dissipation when compared to flash A/D converters and CCD
devices. Present analog memory circuits are generally limited
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